
Why I Chose Rails 
Over Go*

A Rubyist's Perspective on Go**



* Comparisons are dubious at best

Framework vs. Language (Apples to Oranges)

Go vs. Ruby? (Also Apples to Oranges)



Better Comparison
Ruby on Rails + Some Gems (like Devise)

vs.
Go + Net/Http + Gorilla packages + probably some JS 

framework + other packages + stuff you write yourself



The Better Question:
Which is easier/better to build a web app?

Ruby on Rails or Go + Standard Library?



** I'm also an Objective-C ist.

Pointers don't scare me. 

Concurrency is pretty much necessary (via GCD).

Compilers are awesome.



Backstory
Freelance opportunity.

Requirements:
Use a relational database
Web facing Admin Tool

Language/framework was my choice.

Get paid to learn!



Beginner's Un-Luck
Go, it's not your fault



// validator_test.go
package validation

import (
    "myApp/models"
    "testing"
)

func Test_SomeMethod(t *testing.T) {
    user := User{}
    // test something with user struct
    // ...
}

// Compiler Says:
./validator_test.go:5: imported and not used: "myApp/models"
./validator_test.go:23: undefined: User



The next morning...

user := User{} 
is correctly written as

user := models.User{}
And the test compiles again!

Lesson:
Don't code at midnight.



Workflow
Which IDE for Go?



No go-to IDE for Go

Go Sublime probably best for beginners

Otherwise, Vim

What about VIDE's?

Xcode and RubyMine

Perhaps Go plugins for IntelliJ or Eclipse

Addicted to visual debugger



What's the best IDE for go?

Whatever you're comfortable with.

What about a debugger?

Ye Olde GDB

CGCB (http://cgdb.github.io/)

 In addition to the standard gdb console, cgdb provides a split 
screen view that displays the source code as it executes.



CGDB



Asset Pipeline



The Good 
* Comes out of the box with Rails
* For the most part, it just works

The Bad 
* Manifest files are weird and unintuitive
* Not clear really what's going on

Example: 
// Application.js
//
//= require jquery
//= require jquery_ujs
//= require turbolinks
//= require_tree .



Asset Pipeline for a 
Go Web App



?



Hello Node.js
Or, more specifically, npm

Through Node and npm (Node package manager), you can 
build your own.

Spotlight on task runners: Grunt and Gulp.

Sort of like Rake, except written in javascript.



var gulp = require('gulp'); 

var jshint = require('gulp-jshint');
var sass = require('gulp-sass');
var concat = require('gulp-concat');
var uglify = require('gulp-uglify');
var rename = require('gulp-rename');

gulp.task('lint', function() {
    return gulp.src('js/*.js')
        .pipe(jshint())
        .pipe(jshint.reporter('default'));
});

gulp.task('sass', function() {
    return gulp.src('scss/*.scss')
        .pipe(sass())
        .pipe(gulp.dest('css'));
});

gulp.task('scripts', function() {
    return gulp.src('js/*.js')
        .pipe(concat('all.js'))
        .pipe(gulp.dest('dist'))
        .pipe(rename('all.min.js'))
        .pipe(uglify())
        .pipe(gulp.dest('dist'));
});

gulp.task('watch', function() {
    gulp.watch('js/*.js', ['lint', 'scripts']);
    gulp.watch('scss/*.scss', ['sass']);
});

gulp.task('default', ['lint', 'sass', 'scripts', 'watch']);



Why even consider 
Go for Web App 
Development?



Rails Philosophy



Rails Philosophy

One giant delivery system

Inheritance everywhere (and required)
Metaprograming everywhere

You better do it my way or it'll be a real pain in the you know 
what



Go Philosophy



Go's Philosophy

Composition over Inheritance

Unix philosophy

Functional Programing

No Metaprograming!

Essentially: Go lends itself to modular code.



Why Not a Go Web Framework Package?

Full featured: Beego, Revel, Web Go

Overhead of learning a new DSL 

Minimal: Goji, Martini 

Might as well just use Net/HTTP

Conclusion: Net/HTTP has (almost) everything you need 



What does it take to 
make a simple web 

app in Go?



package main

import "net/http"

func main() {
    http.HandleFunc("/", hello)
    http.ListenAndServe(":8080", nil)
}

func hello(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
    w.Write([]byte("hello govna!"))
}



What does this 
remind me of?

(As a Rubyist)



require 'sinatra'

get '/hi' do
  "Hello World!"
end



I tried Sinatra once... 
I ended up re-writing 

Rails.



So why choose Rails 
over Go for the 

freelance project?



Too much to learn.



Opinion Time!



Where Rails Wins

Build an MVP fast
Out-of-the-Box functionality for web apps

Insanely mature gem community

High level abstractions (good for new programmers) 



Where Go Wins

More maintainable for larger, more complex apps.

Safer (compiler has your back) 

Performance

gofmt

Easier to deploy

Source diving isn't scary (and encouraged)
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